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Welcome
The new year is always
brimming with possibility and
opportunity. Let's continue to
rise up and work
collaboratively with each
other, as there is so much we
can all do to improve the
perception and outcomes of
individuals with ADHD.

and work towards a common
cause. Inside this edition of The
Voice, the article Charlie Rethinks
ADHD highlights just what can be
achieved when our community
unites.

It is important to us that The
Voice represents the many diverse
voices in our community. In this issue
you will find stories and articles from a
wide variety of ADHD community
At ADHD Australia we believe we can members on a range of topics. With
the new school year just commencing
achieve so much more when
significant emphasis has been placed
individuals within the ADHD
on supporting our children as they
community and the various ADHD
return to school. There are also a
groups come together
number of links and resources
throughout the newsletter that you
may find useful.

If you would like to contribute to
The Voice we welcome
submissions. We also
appreciate any feedback we
receive from the ADHD
community. Please let us know
what you like about the
newsletter and also how we can
improve the newsletter and
make it even better.

We hope you enjoy this issue of
the voice.
Len Russell , CEO
ADHD Australia
Correction: In the last issue
ADHD month was referred to as
ADHD week.

Do you
have a
story?
We'd love to hear from
you. Please send us your
personal experiences,
stories, resources,
articles, tips and advice
to;
communications@
adhdaustralia.org.au

Participate in research
If you have a child with ADHD, please get behind the study being
conducted at RMIT by George Hong. The study will examine the part
interest plays in whether or not a child with ADHD willingly participates
in a particular physical activity and exercise.

To be eligible you need to be living in Australia and care for a child with
ADHD. No age limit applies. You can choose an interview via face-to-face,
phone or skype, email, or an anonymous online interview survey. If you are
interested, please visit this link to leave contact information:
https://rmit.au1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_8Dtjr8NafD62c5L Alternatively,
you can contact chao.chi.hong@student.rmit.edu.au;
eunro.lee@rmit.edu.au; 03 9925 761
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Submission
The NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA) invited
interested parties to make submissions last year to their
review into the NSW Curriculum. Along with Parents for
ADHD Advocacy Australia, ADHD Australia made a
submission.
ADHD Australia’s paper
highlighted the issues facing
children with ADHD and their
families. A big thank you to
everyone who provided input
for our submission, which we
hope will contribute to
improving the school
experience and life outcomes
of children with ADHD. The
suggestions in our submission
also have broad application
and benefits for all school
children.
While the submission was for
the NSW curriculum, it is just as
relevant for children, young
people and their families in
other states.
In our submission, we noted
the need for significant change
to help prepare our children for
the future, especially in the
midst of the digital revolution,
the accelerating pace of
change. There is a widening
gap between those with
neurotypical development and
those with disorders such as
ADHD. Children with ADHD are
more likely to have or develop
other mental health issues, and
are at risk for a range of poorer
outcomes in adolescence and
adulthood.

In addition to behavioural issues,
substance abuse, mood and
anxiety disorders, these include
poor educational, social and
occupational outcomes.
It is well recognised that
children and adults learn best
when they are interested in the
topic and engaged. The impact
of what happens at school is
incredibly far-reaching and
definitive for every child, and
even more so if they have
ADHD.

Educators need to have an
optimistic, non-judgemental
team approach. Children with
ADHD are curious, creative,
energetic and entertaining. They
are not trying to be disruptive
and are often unaware of their
behaviours. They work best with
close monitoring and minimal
disruption, with teachers who are
flexible, follow clear routines, are
consistent and provide a range of
activities. Good strategies for
managing behaviour include
clear rules and expectations,
strategic praise, corrective
feedback, and plenty of
communication with parents and
within the school. Not all children
learn the same way, and often a
child with ADHD needs more
latitude in how they learn versus
what they accomplish.

Within the schools, leadership
and attitudinal change has the
greatest impact. Although
funding, training and processes
are important, the emphasis
needs to be on every child’s
ability to learn and feel safe.
Our key recommendations for
immediate implementation
were:

Make learning interesting,
relevant and fun, as children with
ADHD learn best when they are
interested, stimulated and
engaged.
An accommodating, nonpunitive approach is required.
Focus on socialisation and
collaboration, and don’t
segregate.
Teachers need a flexible
approach, as children with
ADHD may need more latitude
in how the learn versus what
they accomplish.
Classrooms should be informal
but structured, ideally with
stand-up desks and some quiet
space. We need a major rethink
of classroom design to support
different ways of learning.
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...

My friend
Manny

My Friend Manny is a book that came from many years of experience
with children, lots of study and love!!

A new book by a
member of the ADHD
community

I have been in the early childhood industry for over 17 years, in my
many roles from Teacher, Director, Playgroup coordinator and Trainer
and Assessor my love and passion for an inclusive environment for all
children has grown greatly.
Over the years my love for books and the power they hold has also
developed. A couple of years ago I found myself trying to explain to
my two little guys why there cousin acted and interacted with them
the way he did. It was really quite a challenge to put together the
right words for them, allowing them to understand their cousin and
more importantly accept him for who he is.

Jodie Adams the author of My
Friend Manny has been in the
Early Childhood industry for
the past 17 years.
Find out more at
https://myfriendmanny.com/
FB: myfriendmannybook

This is when I decided to write the much needed resource, a book for
children to explain their little mate, who can be impulsive, distracted,
and hyperactive. Whether it’s a friend, brother, class mate or someone
they come across at the park. Once children can understand they can
make better choices, they can accept and build tolerance for those
around them.
I truly believe that My Friend Manny educates children on ADHD,
without the label, and allows them to understand and accept
everyone for who they are. It is also a very engaging book with
beautiful illustrations. Although my book is targeted at 3 to 7 years of
age, I have had children as old as ten express how much they love the
book and the characters in it. I have also had some feedback from
schools where children have identified with the character Manny!!
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Back to School
Back to school
helpful ideas can
make a world of
difference...

School can be very difficult for children with ADHD to negotiate.
Symptoms of their condition can be challenging and they may find
it hard to sit still, to focus and concentrate, to stay on track and to
transition between tasks. They may struggle socially and display
behaviour that is considered socially inappropriate. They also
tend to underperform academically (regardless of their actual
ability) - the Australian child and adolescent survey of mental
health and wellbeing (2015) found 50% of students with ADHD
achieved less than the national minimum standard during
NAPLAN testing.
It is important for parents to know that teachers often receive little
education and training around ADHD. This lack of training adds to
the struggles children with ADHD experience because of their
condition as often teachers do not have a good understanding of
the symptoms and challenging behaviours ADHD can produce,
nor the underlying reasons for them. This is very concerning as
the explanation a teacher attributes to a student’s challenging
behaviour greatly influences how they perceive the student. It also
influences the choice they make between implementing
classroom accommodations to support the student, or engaging
behaviour management interventions to discipline them.
ADHD symptoms often manifest in ways that are confusing and
confronting. Without a real understanding of why a student with
ADHD presents as they do, it is easy for teachers to jump to the
conclusion that any negative or challenging behaviour they
display is intentional on their part. That is, teachers may
mistakenly conclude that a student with ADHD is choosing to act
in a manner that is annoying, time consuming, rude or naughty in
order to manipulate or upset them or their fellow students, or they
may conclude that the student is lazy or unmotivated and
therefore needs ‘a good kick up the bum’, instead of realising that
the behaviour the child is displaying is an expression of ADHD
symptoms and is therefore beyond the child’s control.
Unfortunately, misinterpretation of ADHD symptoms increases the
chance teachers will resort to disciplinary interventions as a way
of controlling children with ADHD. This can have devastating
outcomes as discipline will not rectify any of these challenges.
However the child is not giving the teacher a hard time,

...continued
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Punishing students for behaviour that is
a symptom of their developmental delay
and lagging self-regulation skills will only
crush their self-esteem, self-worth and
love for learning. It will also foster shame
and exacerbate their challenges, and can
result in them becoming oppositional and
defiant.
Children with ADHD tend to do best
when their teachers put in place
scaffolding that either mitigates their
challenges or bridges the gap between
their lagging executive function skills and
the expectations placed upon all
students in the classroom. They also
respond well to receiving copious in-themoment praise and acknowledgement.
And it is of great benefit when teachers
listen with empathy to students with
ADHD, as well as collaborate with them
when making decisions around
supportive interventions, as these
actions can help to gently foster personal
self-awareness and the development of
self-regulatory skills in the child.
Scaffolding should be implemented in a
way that does not draw attention to the
child, thereby protecting their fragile selfesteem.
So, whilst ADHD advocacy groups
campaign for the implementation of highquality teacher education and training, as
a parent of a child with ADHD how can
you hand over your child to their new
teacher in a way that fosters open
communication and a collaborative
approach to supporting your child in the
classroom?

And how can you help to improve the teacher’s knowledge
and awareness around ADHD without offending them?
Here are some ideas to consider:
(1) In the first few days of school, touch base with your
child’s new teacher. Using a friendly and calm tone, very
briefly let him or her know that your child has ADHD and
that you would like to arrange a parent-teacher meeting. If
the teacher requests more information, briefly state you
would appreciate the opportunity to talk to him or her about
your child and how to best support them in the classroom.
(2) Prepare for your parent-teacher meeting by creating a
simple one-page handover sheet that explains your child’s
strengths and challenges, as well as outlines the type of
strategies that tend to work best with your child. An
example of a handover sheet can be found here.
https://thrivingwithadhd.com.au/wpcontent/uploads/2019/01/Students-Handover.pdf
(3) Consider giving your child’s teacher a copy of the
guide ADHD in Primary School. The guide has been
written to assist teachers really understand ADHD and how
to best support students with the disorder. Before you give
the guide to your child’s teacher, however, make sure you
read it yourself. By doing so you will also gain a better
understanding around your child’s ADHD and the type of
classroom support they require. You can purchase a copy
of guide here.
https://thrivingwithadhd.com.au/product/adhd-in-primaryschool-product/
(4) Partner with your child’s teacher and offer to help
them in any way you can. This may include working
together to problem solve any issues that arise, helping
them to understand the reasons behind a challenge your
child is having, purchasing rewards for incentives, assisting
with learning outcomes, etc.
(5) Check in with your child's teacher each day until you
both feel your child has settled in or whenever concerns
arise. This can be done using a simple thumbs up or
thumbs down signal, with thumbs down indicating that it
might be a good idea if you both have a chat.

...continued
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It is important to remember that you also play a part in ensuring
your child with ADHD is successful at school. Here are some homebased interventions that can assist your child to navigate school
successfully:

Lou Brown is an ADHD Coach,
Consultant, Educator and Advocate.
She is also the author of ADHD in
Primary School: a comprehensive
guide to understanding and
supporting students with ADHD in the
classroom and the website Thriving
with ADHD.
Prior to becoming a coach, Lou
worked as a Registered Nurse for
over 17 years. She held several
senior nursing positions, the last
being Clinical Nurse Specialist
Wound Care and Stomal Therapy.
Lou left her nursing career behind
when she and her son were
diagnosed with ADHD and set about
on a new career path determined to
make a difference in the lives of
those with ADHD.
find out more at
https://thrivingwithadhd.com.au/

* Establish simple and predictable routines at home to help your
child get ready for school on time, as well as to complete their
homework. For example, you could teach your child to lay out their
clothes for the next morning before going to bed, to keep their
school bag and schools supplies in a set place and to do their
homework at the same time every day, etc.
* Make sure your own expectations of your child are
appropriate for his or her executive function age (rather than
their actual age) and put in place strategies that will help them
succeed. For example, if your child has poor working memory
and therefore forgets the steps involved in getting ready for
school (even after the millionth time) consider collaborating with
your child to develop visual prompts that will help support their
memory.

* If your child needs assistance staying motivated when completing
homework, provide copious praise and attempt to make their
homework interesting. If your child struggles to break school work
down into manageable pieces or cannot keep track of assignments,
work with them to develop a plan of action or help them to use a
diary. Please do not expect your child to be self-sufficient in any of
these tasks in the short term – they may not develop the executive
function skills they need to manage these things independently
until they are much older. For general information about setting
realistic rules and expectations, please click here.
https://thrivingwithadhd.com.au/rules-expectations/
* Listen with empathy to your child when they are struggling so
they feel heard and understood. Listening with empathy helps your
child to process their emotions and to think more clearly. It can also
open up teachable moments and increase the chance of your child
happily collaborating with you to identify preventative or
management strategies they can experiment with in the future. For
more information about listening with empathy please click here.
https://thrivingwithadhd.com.au/blog/my-number-one-adhdparenting-strategy-listening-with-empathy/
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Charlie Rethinks ADHD
2018 was a a busy year for Parents for ADHD Advocacy Australia (PAAA)
and just when we thought things had slowed down during the holiday
season, the ADHD community were rocked by stigmatising messages
coming from the entertainment industry.

APOLOGY
from Producers
“On behalf of the production, I
want to offer our sincere
apologies to the ADHD
community that you represent
for any hurt or upset your
members and supporters may
have experienced when they
attended the production.”

Not long in to the new year,
reports emerged that the
Australian theatre production of
the well-loved Roald Dahl story,
Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory had a sinister twist to the
story line. The character, Mike
Teavee, was being portrayed as
an obnoxious gaming addict,
who just also happened to have
ADHD!
PAAA and the ADHD community
were shocked and dismayed by
this news, so we set out to
determine the accuracy of the
reports. Unfortunately we found
that they were true – the musical
depicted ADHD as being a
behavioural disorder that
resulted from bad parenting.

By Louise Kuchel,
Parents for ADHD Advocacy
Australia (PAAA)

PAAA then approached the
producer of the show, Gordon
Frost Organisation requesting
references to ADHD be removed
from the musical. Initially our
complaints were ignored, so we
sent out a “call to action” to the
ADHD community. A
collaborative effort was
coordinated by PAAA,

together with ADHD Australia, the
ADHD Foundation, Lou Brown from
Thriving with ADHD, and parents
from all around the country. We wrote
and called the producers and
bombarded them with complaints. A
call to action was also posted on
social media. When the producer
returned from his family holiday, he
described what awaited him as a “fire
storm”. Mission accomplished!
The producer reassured that he would
rectify the situation. True to his word,
the situation was resolved and all
references to ADHD and Ritalin were
removed from the script. We also
received a full letter of apology.
This was a brilliant victory for the
ADHD community. We have a voice
and our message is clear, we will not
accept discrimination or stigma
around ADHD in the community or
the media.
So, let’s keep up the momentum and
continue respectfully advocating for
ourselves and our children in the
future. No one else is going to do it
for us!
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Be Prepared!
The words prepared, and ADHD are rarely in the same
sentence, especially with impulsivity along for the ride, can
you really be prepared?
...they worried
about their child’s
performance at
school, as well as
their social
isolation

Well, it depends on where you want to be prepared.
Do you want to be prepared for the unknown?
Do you want to be prepared for things that may happen in public?
Do you want to be prepared for school or university?
Do you want to be prepared for what the teacher may say to you
when you head to the school after yet another phone call?
Although we can’t be 100 per cent prepared for these outcomes
as they happen unexpectantly, we can definitely be prepared for
how we react to these unexpected events.
Here are some some tips on how we can prepare in different
scenarios:

Do you
have a
story?

We'd love to hear from
you. Please send us your
personal experiences,
stories, resources,
articles, tips and advice
to;
communications@
adhdaustralia.org.au

Preparing your ADHD child for school, returning to school or
starting a new school.
There can be a lot of preparation with our children with ADHD
and school. The key here is to talk to them about what to expect
and if you can visit the new school or new teacher before they
start then that will help immensely. There may be an opportunity
to meet the teacher in the week before school goes back for the
new year. Usually the teachers are already in the classroom
preparing and they may agree to you coming to have a quick visit,
so your child can familiarise themselves with the teacher and
classroom.
Preparing to go to an event or outing.
Heading to a completely new place can pose its challenges with
anyone with ADHD. It is the unknown and unexpected. There
could be anxiety that kicks in around these things and can pose a
lot of challenges.
To help with this, you can Google the places you are going to in
order to get a feel for what to expect when you get there. With
children, you can talk to them about what to expect and what they
can do if they feel overwhelmed. Explain to them what their
options are. You may even need to talk to them to help them
identify what their body feels like when they are feeling
overwhelmed. This is the first step to them being able to work out
how to deal with being overwhelmed.
...continued
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In addition, to this, you can prepare yourself and how you will
react to various scenarios. Act out these scenarios in your head
and step through the process you will need to get through it.

...You know your child
the best

Paula Burgess is an ADHD
coach, parent advocate
and author who is
passionate about helping
families affected by ADHD
and changing society’s
opinion on ADHD. Find
out more at
beyondthemaze.com.au/

Preparing yourself!
No matter what the scenario, the biggest thing with being
prepared is preparing yourself around how you will react to
things. This is in our full control.
We are the only one that can control us! We can prepare
ourselves to respond to outcomes that are congruent to our
values and beliefs. Even if someone says something that really
rubs you up the wrong way, you can choose how you react to
that. Even when we go out and our children are struggling in that
environment, you can prepare yourself.
You know your child the best and you know that there is a chance
that your child may escalate or meltdown. Run through that
scenario in your head and how you are going to react to it and be
prepared. If it doesn’t happen then great, but if it does you can
be prepared.
There are many ways we can be prepared for most things in life,
whether it is hard or easy preparation, it can be done.
Why not stop now and think about how you can prepare for
something and how you will respond to it.
The old scout motto of “Be Prepared” is a handy thing to
remember!
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Community news

Community Service Award
Anne Matheson was presented a Lions Club Community Service
Award by Paul Fletcher MP, Federal member for Bradfield, in
September last year, for her work in the promotion of activities
directed principally to residents of Ku-ring-gai youth under the age
of 26 years with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).

In addition Anne has been a strong advocate for parents of ADHD
children. She believes that "the more parents educate themselves
about the condition the more strategies they can develop to help
their children become successful." She strongly asserts that "ADHD
is not caused by poor parenting nor is it the fault of the child." As
well, she encourages parents and carers to "embrace the positive
behaviours that come with ADHD that include creativity, energy,
enthusiasm and intuition."
Anne has demonstrated commitment, passion and determination
in assisting parents and carers with children living with ADHD and
in 2014 she was instrumental in founding the Macquarie ADHD
Parent Support Group Inc.

Education and myth busting!
In February, Lou Brown travelled from Perth to Sydney
to participate in a range of activities including a
fabulous session on Channel 10 with Dr Hugh Morgan
aimed at destigmatising ADHD. This session was in
direct response to an open letter she wrote to Studio10
following a past story and the advocacy efforts of
PAAA. Whilst Lou was in Sydney the Macquarie ADHD
Parent Support Group, who sponsored Lou's trip to
Sydney for the TV interview, hosted a presentation by
Lou on helping kids with ADHD at school. There were
over 100 people in attendance at that presentation.
Lou also spoke to the teachers at Manly West Primary
School about ADHD and how to best support students
with the disorder, and presented both a parenting
workshop and a workshop for adults with ADHD which
were sponsored by the ADHD Foundation.
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PLEASE CONSIDER CHANGING THE
WAY THAT ADHD IS VIEWED AND
MANAGED BY:
Subscribing to the THE VOICE
Donating
Volunteering
Contributing an article
See our website ADHD Australia www.adhdaustralia.org.au
or join our new facebookpage
ADHDAus

This newsletter provides information of a general nature and is designed for information and educational
purposes only and does not constitute medical or legal advice. Please note, in some instances names have been
changed to protect the identity of authors and families due to the sensitivity of the information shared. Items in
The Voice communications incorporate or summarise views, standards or recommendations of third parties or
comprise material contributed by third parties or sourced from items published in the public domain. Our intention
is to attain balance and be representative of all views within the sector we represent, however this may not be
attainable in particular editions. Third party material is assembled in good faith, but does not necessarily reflect
the considered views of ADHD Australia, or indicate commitment to a particular course of action. ADHD Australia
makes no representation or warranty about the accuracy, reliability, currency or completeness of any third party
information In this newsletter we are using the acronym ADHD to refer to all presentations of ADHD (inattentive,
combined, hyperactive/ impulsive) unless otherwise stated.

